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The Meaning of Self-Organization in
Computing
Francis Heylighen and Carlos Gershenson,
Free University of Brussels
The first user-friendly PCs in the 1980s and the Web in
the 1990s unleashed a wave of innovation that seems to
have drowned in complexity and confusion. Software
developers are scrambling to keep their systems up to date
with all the new standards, plug-ins, and extensions.
Although we constantly hear announcements of spectacu-
lar innovations, few seem to reach maturity. The problem
is, developers tend to underestimate the task environment’s
complexity: Today’s information systems depend on so
many modules, data sources, network connections, and
input and output devices that predicting or controlling their
interactions has become impossible. The result is software
full of bugs, corrupted data, security holes, viruses, and
other potentially catastrophic side effects. Moreover, sys-
tems have become so complex that the human mind can no
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I first encountered the principle of
self-organization in my last year of high
school, when our teacher had us give a
series of talks on a high-level view of the
works of Ilya Prigogine, Humberto Mat-
urana, Hermann Haken, and others. My
talk happened to be on self-organiza-
tion in the neocortex, where an orches-
tration of neurons seemed to find their
places and functions without any con-
ductor (also see Nigel Shadbolt’s article
“Beyond Brittleness, IEEE Intelligent
Systems, Nov./Dec. 2002,). The principal
lesson we learned then—that complex,
functioning systems might develop bot-
tom-up rather than top-down—was very
intriguing. At the end of the 1980s,
however, these principles—developed
since the beginning of the 1960s—
appeared to be dormant in engineering.
With some exciting exceptions (for
example, genetic and ant algorithms or
artificial life), they had not really moved
into mainstream computer science.
Now, however, the idea of self-organi-
zation is more vivid than ever in com-
puter science, becoming apparent in
diverse fields relevant for intelligent sys-
tems, such as fields that are concerned
with ad hoc assembly when
• The sum of the individual, rather than
a centralized authority, determines
the system shape
• It involves resources that no single
authority can provide
• Authority can no longer remain cen-
tralized in applications such as knowl-
edge management
• Centralized orchestration becomes
too unwieldy to enforce—such as in
applications with larger numbers of
autonomous agents
• Mobile environments enforce ad hoc
coordination
Correspondingly, our discussion here
contributes to these different observa-
tions and needs. Gary Flake, David Pen-
nock, and Daniel Fain reflect on how the
Web is shaped from the bottom up.
David De Roure discusses how he views
e-science, requiring a grid of intelligent
components interacting toward a
greater understanding of the science at
heart. Karl Aberer applies self-organiza-
tion to peer-to-peer systems that lend
themselves to information systems that
do not work with centralized authority,
such as knowledge management for
skilled knowledge workers. Wei-Min
Shen elaborates on how self-organiza-
tion might be exploited in software or
hardware agents. Eventually, current
mobile applications often defy central-
ized control, as Olivier Dousse and
Patrick Thiran explain. Before we start,
Francis Heylighen and Carlos Gershen-
son briefly introduces the principles of
self-organization that the other contrib-
utors exploit.
Now, are you still wondering about
viscose fluids and hydra? These were
some topics of our classes then. A sur-
prising fact about the former (and in
contrast to less viscose fluids such as
water under “normal” circumstances) is
that if you cautiously warm a flat dish of
viscose fluid underneath, you will
observe that the heat does not propa-
gate chaotically. Rather, inside the fluid,
macroscopical structures (rolling cylin-
ders) show up that remain stable (unless
you overheat) and transport warmth to
the top. You will find out about the lat-
ter in the remainder of this department.
And you will see by these examples that
the transfer of self-organization from a
descriptive approach in the sciences to
an engineering approach in intelligent
systems now appears imminent.
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longer learn or remember all procedures
needed to use them. Mix in the constant
change in hardware, software, protocols,
data, and user expectations, and you have a
recipe for chaos.
This complexity bottleneck not only cre-
ates stress and confusion, it also severely
limits the speed of further progress. The
number of possible interactions grows
exponentially with the number of compo-
nents. Because components and their
capacity increase exponentially, overall
complexity increases superexponentially.
Developers’ cognitive capacity obviously
increases much more slowly, so it lags fur-
ther and further. This means that large pro-
jects, such as the Semantic Web, will either
get endlessly delayed or end up with
unworkable products.
We need a radically different approach
to overcome this bottleneck. One step for-
ward is IBM’s autonomic-computing initia-
tive (www.research.ibm.com/autonomic).
IBM researchers envision systems that
function largely independently from their
human supervisors, adapting, correcting,
and repairing themselves whenever a prob-
lem occurs. IBM uses the metaphor of the
autonomic nervous system, which runs our
body for us without conscious intervention.
How they hope to achieve this is less clear.
Their suggestions seem to center around
models of feedback, adaptation, and con-
trol first proposed in the 1950s. Although
we applaud this “cybernetic” approach to
computing, we believe an even more radi-
cal vision is needed: self-organization.
Self-organizing systems
A self-organizing system not only regu-
lates or adapts its behavior, it also creates
its own organization. In that respect it dif-
fers fundamentally from our present sys-
tems, which designers create. We define
organization as structure with function.
Structure means that a system’s compo-
nents are arranged in a particular order. It
requires both connections that integrate the
parts into a whole and separations that dif-
ferentiate subsystems to avoid interference.
Function means that this structure fulfills a
purpose.
Designers obviously create systems for a
particular purpose. A watch’s function is to
tell time, a database’s is to store data, and a
spreadsheet’s is to calculate. But natural
systems have functions, too. Roots exist to
extract nutrients from the soil, stomachs to
digest, and eyes to see. In the 18th century,
the sophisticated structures and functions
of living organisms led William Paley to
argue that they must have an intelligent
designer—God. We now know that no
designer is necessary to produce such intel-
ligent organization; natural systems appear
to have emerged and evolved without out-
side intervention or programming. Yet, they
are incredibly robust, flexible, and adap-
tive, tackling problems far more complex
than any computer system.1,2
Self-organization then means that a
functional structure appears and maintains
itself spontaneously. The control needed to
achieve this must be distributed over all
participating components. If it were cen-
tralized in a subsystem or module, then
you could in principle remove this module,
and the system would lose its organization.
Remove the processor chip from a computer
and it becomes useless. Take any small
piece of tissue from a living brain (as com-
monly happens during brain surgery), and
the brain will continue to function more or
less as it did before.
Self-organizing systems are intrinsically
robust—they can withstand various errors,
perturbations, or even partial destruction.
They will repair or correct most damage
themselves, returning to their initial state.
When the damage becomes too great, their
function will start to deteriorate, but “grace-
fully,” without sudden breakdown. They
will adapt their organization to environ-
mental changes, learning new tricks to
cope with unforeseen problems. Out of
chaos, they will generate order. Seemingly
random perturbations will help—rather
than hinder—them in achieving an ever
better organization.
This description might sound too good
to be true. Yet, plenty of systems exist that
exhibit these qualities. We find them to
varying degrees in organisms, brains,
ecosystems, societies, markets, swarms,
and dissipative chemical systems. Comput-
ing also offers a few examples. Scientists
designed the TCP/IP protocol that under-
lies the Internet to be robust enough to
maintain communication during a nuclear
war. It achieves this by cutting up messages
into packets that are sent through different
routes and reassembling them at the desti-
nation—resending those that get lost if
necessary. Neural networks that have
learned to recognize patterns, such as hand-
writing, still produce pretty good results
when part of their nodes and links are
deleted. Genetic algorithms solve complex
problems by evolving subsequent genera-
tions of candidate solutions.3 They mutate,
recombine, and reproduce only the best ones,
until they find a good-enough solution.
Mechanisms of self-
organization
These computing examples show the
power of self-organization but only in lim-
ited contexts, where both the components
and their desired functions are well defined.
How can we apply self-organization to an
environment as complex and diverse as the
Web, a corporate intranet, or even a desktop
computer with its ever-changing software
and data configuration? To achieve self-
organization on that scale, we need a much
deeper insight into how it works.2 Let us
return to the systems we find in nature and
analyze their mechanisms in terms general
enough to apply to complex information
systems.
A self-organizing system consists of
many interacting components, such as mol-
ecules, neurons, insects, or people. The
system is dynamic; the components are
constantly changing state relative to each
other. But owing to mutual dependency,
changes are not arbitrary. Some relative
states are “preferable,” in that they will be
reinforced or stabilized, while others are
inhibited or eliminated. For example, two
molecules that approach each other in the
right geometrical configuration might
react—forming a chemical bond and thus a
larger molecule—or simply drift past each
other. Two people discussing might either
find common ground and establish a work-
ing relation, or leave in disagreement.
Changes are initially local. Components
only interact with their immediate neigh-
bors. They are virtually independent of
components farther away. But self-organi-
zation is often defined as global order
emerging from local interactions. We can
picture this process as follows. Two inter-
acting components pass through various
configurations until they find one that is
mutually satisfactory—that is, stable. We
might say that they have adapted to each
other and now fit together. To achieve
global order, this fit must propagate to the
other components. For example, two mole-
cules that have bonded might be joined by
a third one, and a fourth one, and so on,
eventually forming a macroscopic crystal.
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Two people who discover a common interest
might start talking about it to others and end
up founding a club, political movement, or
company. If the components are interchange-
able, such as molecules of the same chemical
substance, the resulting structure will be
regular, like a crystal. If each components
has its own, individual characteristics, such
as a species in an ecosystem, the structure
will be more complex. Each component
must fit in its own niche within the environ-
ment formed by others.
This propagation of fit is typically self-
reinforcing—additional components join
ever more quickly. This occurs because a
larger assembly exerts a stronger attraction
on the remaining independent components,
offering more niches in which they can fit.
This positive feedback produces an explo-
sive growth or reproduction of the assem-
bly. Growth only stops when the resources
are exhausted—that is, when all compo-
nents that could be fit into the assembly
have been fit. This might happen because
the remaining components are too different
to fit in this type of configuration or
because they were assimilated into a rival
assembly. For example, a chess club will
stop growing when the remaining people in
town are either not interested in chess or
already belong to a different chess club.
Once the assembly stabilizes, feedback
becomes mostly negative. This means that
it will counteract any loss of organization.
Self-maintenance has become its implicit
purpose, and each component will perform
its function toward this goal. For example,
the rules and individual relationships in an
established club make it difficult for mem-
bers to switch to a rival club. The assembly
as a whole, however, can still interact with
other assemblies but at a different level. For
example, two chess clubs might engage in
an interclub tournament. So, assemblies
formed from individual components start
acting like higher-level components. These
can in turn self-organize into even higher-
level components, the way chess clubs can
assemble into a federation. This process
continues recursively, for as long as there
are components to interact with, generating
ever higher levels of complexity.
The self-organized system is stable or
robust, but this does not mean static or rigid.
When the environment changes, the compo-
nents that directly interact with it must adapt
their states until they are fit again. This fit
will propagate inward, until the whole assem-
bly is adapted to the new situation. Thus,
the system constantly reorganizes, mutu-
ally balancing the different internal and
external pressures for change, while trying
to maintain its essential organization. The
more perturbations it encounters, the larger
the variety of different configurations it
will explore, and therefore the “better” the
eventual solution it settles in. The cyber-
neticist Heinz von Foerster called this prin-
ciple “order from noise.” The thermody-
namicist Ilya Prigogine4 called it “order
through fluctuations.”
The future of computing?
How can we apply this general vision to
information systems? Imagine various
components—hardware and software mod-
ules, files, Web sites, interfaces, and users.
They all interact by exchanging informa-
tion. Assume that neighboring components
can mutually adapt. By sending messages
back and forth, they negotiate until they
achieve a common “understanding” in
which they both can settle. But coordina-
tion does not stop there; it propagates back
and forth between all components, creating
a globally stable order. Any change, such as
a newly introduced component or local
breakdown, will restart the negotiation
process with its immediate neighbors. Its
effects will ripple further through the
neighborhood until this perturbation is also
absorbed and the system is back to equilib-
rium. Of course, we will need to overcome
important hurdles before we can achieve
this vision. Most obviously, we must create
a universal protocol for interaction that
supports unrestricted self-organization.
This all sounds very general and abstract.
Can we think of more concrete applications?
A well-known example of self-organization
is the way ants lay trails of pheromones
between various sources of food. Initially,
ants explore and leave pheromones ran-
domly, but good trails leading to rich
sources through quick routes are reinforced
through positive feedback, while poor trails
eventually evaporate. Thus, food sources
get organized into a dense, efficient
network of foraging paths. Marco Dorigo, a
pioneer in the domain of ant algorithms, has
shown how a similar mechanism can tackle
various computing problems, including the
notorious traveling salesman problem.5 An
important application is the routing of mes-
sages along the nodes and links of a com-
munication network. Efficient routes are
reinforced, less efficient ones abandoned.
The resulting organization adapts in real
time. If routes become congested, their pri-
ority is immediately downgraded and the
algorithm explores new routes.
One of us has applied a similar idea to
the Web’s hyperlink organization.6,7 Our
learning Web algorithms reinforce paths of
links that users travel frequently, eventually
replacing them with a single link. While
users decide locally which link to explore
next, the effects of their choice propagate
throughout the Web. This should eventually
lead to a global order—Web pages that fit
together, in the sense that one page is very
relevant for users of the other, are linked
directly. Thus, documents that cover the
same subject get clustered. A higher-level
document can now represent this cluster or
assembly, presenting an index or summary
for the subject. Higher-level components
themselves become linked and clustered in
categories and further into supercategories.
Eventually, the Web as a whole might self-
organize into an efficient, hierarchically
structured network of associations that adapts
continuously to newly introduced documents,
changes in user demand, and so on.
With some minor variations, we could
apply this scheme to the construction of
shared ontologies, clustering similar con-
cepts into categories and linking the cate-
gories that are most strongly associated.
Object-oriented programming also could
profit from this approach, with objects mutu-
ally negotiating message-passing protocols
and spontaneously assembling into higher-
level objects. For example, the Swarm pro-
gramming environment (www.swarm.org)
supports the latter. The same goes for ubiqui-
tous computing or intelligent environments.
Various devices—such as refrigerators, ther-
mostats, or phones—connected to a network
can learn to mutually coordinate their activi-
ties, thus minimizing the user’s burden.
The possibilities seem endless. Is this the
future of computing? Only time can tell.
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The Self-Organized Web: 
The Yin to the Semantic
Web’s Yang
Gary William Flake, David M. Pennock,
and Daniel C. Fain, Overture Services
Assigning superlatives to the Web is
easy: it’s massive, it’s dynamic, it’s decen-
tralized—it’s unlike anything else in the
world. But one of the Web’s most amazing
attributes is that it is arguably the largest
self-organized artifact in existence. Every
day millions of Web publishers add, delete,
move, and change their pages and links, yet
what results is far from random or haphaz-
ard. Rather, from these millions of uncoor-
dinated decisions emerges a startling num-
ber of regularities and patterns. The Web
programmer’s task—whether working on
search, collaborative filtering, data mining,
e-commerce, or scientific analysis—is to
improve these structures to make the Web
more digestible to users. This goal comple-
ments the Semantic Web’s goal: to have
humans help make the Web more digestible
for computers. Exploiting the self-organized
Web will improve tomorrow’s algorithms;
manually adding computer-friendly anno-
tations to the Semantic Web will help today’s
less-sophisticated algorithms cope.
Self-organization and the Web 
Although Web authors’ choices world-
wide are largely uncoordinated, they are
anything but uncorrelated. Unlike any (non-
degenerate) random graph, the Web graph’s
large-scale structure has a “bow tie” organi-
zation that contains four distinct regions: a
strongly connected core, an origination
bow, a termination bow, and disconnected
islands.1 In the Web’s core, hyperlinks are
relatively sparse, yet they collectively pos-
sess small-world properties, forming many
redundant and relatively short paths between
most pages.2 When sampled across the Web,
inbound and outbound hyperlink distribu-
tions follow a clear power law distribution
that resembles distributions in biology.3
Viewed on a small scale, simple and small
bipartite subgraphs are a signature of topical
Web communities’ formation.4
We also see clear structural self-organi-
zation at intermediate levels. For example,
when aggregating only over a specific type
of pages (for example, movie, newspaper,
photography, or university homepages),
hyperlink distributions shift from a strict
power law to a unimodal form, not unlike the
change in the biomass distribution when
aggregated over a single species instead of
all species. A generative Web growth model
with only one free parameter explains this
unusual hyperlink distribution property with
remarkable simplicity and accuracy.5 More-
over, a simple definitionthat a Web com-
munity is a collection in which each member
is predominately hyperlinked to other com-
munity membershas yielded an efficient
procedure for identifying self-organized Web
communities. Empirically, these communi-
ties are topically and textually focused, even
though the identification procedure uses only
hyperlinks.6 Figure 1 depicts a few of the
Web’s self-organizing properties.
Web data mining
Given the Web’s size and decentralization,
it seems almost a paradox that pure hyper-
link data mining algorithms work. Nearly all
current hyperlink methods strongly overlap
with methods pioneered in graph clustering
and where the problems are typically NP-
hard.7 The Web’s enormous size suggests
that it would be a more difficult domain, yet
the reality is somewhat different.
Two popular Web data mining algorithms,
HITS8 (hypertext induced topic search) and
PageRank,9 have shown considerable suc-
cess when coupled with text retrieval. Both
methods attempt to capture Web pages’
importance by recursively analyzing how
pages hyperlink to each other. The Page-
Rank algorithm can be roughly interpreted
as simulating how a random walker would
traverse the Web graph over forward links if
also allowed to teleport to other pages with
some small probability. After completion,
PageRank assigns to a Web page a score
that is about equal to the probability that the
random walker will visit that page. Intu-
itively, the PageRank score is similar to the
recursive definition that a Web page is
important if other important pages link to it.
PageRank clearly improves text retrieval,
as evidenced by the popularity of Google
(the inventors’ search engine9), which
largely attributes its competitive edge to
PageRank. What is truly interesting, how-
ever, is that PageRank is an existence proof
that:
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Figure 1. Self-organized Web structures of various scales: (a) the large-scale bow tie; (b) intermediate-scale Web communities; (c)
small-scale bipartite community cores.
(a) (b) (c)
1. The Web is well behaved in that worst-
case complexity results are far too pes-
simistic.
2. The Web’s self-organization can be
used to improve Web search and data
mining.
Consider the first point. PageRank is
technically equivalent to a power method
estimation of the maximal eigenvector of a
simple transformation of the Web graph’s
adjacency matrix. Linear algebra shows that
the power method converges at a rate related
to the ratio of the first two eigenvalues of the
matrix being used. Simply put, the more
similar the first two eigenvalues, the slower
the procedure’s convergence rate.
Many matrices are ill suited for power
method procedures because of the conver-
gence properties. However, in the Web’s
case, the power law distribution on inbound
hyperlinks nearly guarantees that the Web
will never possess such pathologies
because Web pages with many other pages
linking to them are exceedingly rare and in
some sense very competitive with each
other. In other words, the Web doesn’t
seem to like having two maximal eigenval-
ues of nearly equal value.10
As for the second point, think of Page-
Rank as something of a collective voting
scheme, where pages not only vote for each
other but also vote to determine how many
votes each should have. The votes are
labeled, in a sense, with anchor text; a string
match in a referring page’s anchor text is
weighed more heavily than a match in the
target page itself. The links and labels from
the Open Directory Project (ODP)—a volun-
tary effort to categorize Web sites—are the
most important. In such a collective, distrib-
uted framework, it isn’t at all obvious that the
aggregate vote would add any value to the
retrieval task. But, when coupled with text
retrieval, PageRank is remarkably adept at
producing the “correct” answer when cor-
rectness and popularity are highly correlated.
Top-down, bottom-up, and
lessons learned
Recently, many have championed the
Semantic Web11 as a means to improve
information retrieval on the Web. Propo-
nents argue that the Web is ill suited in its
current form for automated processing
because the information is unstructured to
the point that semantics are nearly impossi-
ble for machines to infer. In the Semantic
Web, authors will use a markup language
to annotate data with semantic labels so
machines can identify content meaning and
use rules for manipulating semantic infor-
mation appropriately. In a best-case sce-
nario, the markup language will be nearly
complete and agreeable, and used consis-
tently by Web authors. Authoring tools
might generate the markups implicitly, but
such markups will need to make sense
alongside those the authors add manually.
Implicit markup is easy to envision for
product catalogs, but semantically marking
up long passages of text—magazine arti-
cles, for example—could be daunting.
Realistically, Semantic Web advocates
understand that some holes and inconsis-
tencies in the markup language are
inevitable and that author adoption rates
and proficiencies will be heterogeneous.
Witness the failure of Xanadu,12 a hyper-
text framework arguably superior to
HTML/HTTP. It failed partly because its
rules and guarantees imposed too great a
burden on authors. A simple example of
Web authors’ natural laziness is the preva-
lence of rasterized text unmarked by ALT
text tags. Some of Xanadu’s ideas were
revived in less-demanding forms. For
example, instead of keeping an up-to-date
set of backlinks at the target page, Web
backlinks are retained in search engines.
But relaxing enforcement in the Semantic
Web will lead to another form of self-orga-
nized entity, even if more structured than
today’s Web. To add to the confusion, as
long as there is search spam, a contingent
supplying false information through meta-
data will exist. This underscores the value
of objective third-party annotation, even
when minimal, such as ODP.
A complementary best-case scenario
envisions Web algorithms intelligent
enough to infer semantics from the current,
nonannotated, self-organized Web, without
the aid of semantic markups. Information
extraction tools are progressing, making
inroads on problems such as parsing
resumes and finding contact information,
but today’s best algorithms still fall woe-
fully short of people’s capability to extract
meaning from the Web. We have only
scratched the surface of the self-organized
Web’s potential. Future data mining meth-
ods will use efficient algorithms optimized
for the expected case of Web data (rather
than the worst case or random case), use
predictable Web properties to reduce prob-
lem sizes and input dimensionality, and
have performance bounds consistent with
generative Web growth models. With these
algorithms, search engines will be able to
cluster and classify the entire Web along
multiple dimensions (topic, type, and genre,
for example). The most advanced search
engines and autonomous Web agents will
be able to use richer forms of metadata if
and when a new markup structure is
adopted.
But for the foreseeable future, efforts to
leverage the self-organized Web will com-
plement efforts to build the Semantic Web.
Both open up opportunities for innovative
new algorithms—data mining on one hand,
symbolic inference on the other. Where
these efforts meet, tools will arise for vastly
improved search, filtering, personalization,
economic efficiency, and scientific under-
standing of the social forces and trends
reflected in the Web. We believe that the
Web’s properties—structure, content, and
explicit or inferred metadata—will con-
tinue to evolve in a decentralized and self-
organized way. Users will benefit most if
work on creating the Semantic Web co-
evolves with work on tools for data-driven
analysis of the self-organized Web.
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On Self-Organization and the
Semantic Grid
David De Roure, University of 
Southampton
The term grid computing has previously
suggested a world of networked supercom-
puters, Beowulf clusters, fat pipes, and
petabyte storage. But now the “grid prob-
lem” is defined as “resource sharing and
coordinated problem solving in dynamic,
multi-institutional virtual organizations.”1
High-performance computing might once
have focused on accelerating scientific
computation, but contemporary grid com-
puting is also about accelerating the scien-
tific process. It is the infrastructure of e-
science, and indeed e-engineering, and
potentially e-many-other-things too.
The notion of “the Grid” is an analogy to
the electricity power grid—you can plug
into the common interface to tap its com-
putational power. The middleware that
implements it, de facto the Globus Toolkit,
hides the heterogeneity of the diverse com-
putational resources. In principle, the mid-
dleware makes it easier to cross not only
operating system and version boundaries but
also organizational boundaries. This is sig-
nificant because the computational power
can come from different power generators.
Grid infrastructure and applications are
typically service oriented, and in the last
year or so, the middleware effort has fallen
in line with the prevailing movement to
Web services to enjoy a degree of industry-
standard interoperability. This takes the
form of the Open Grid Services Architec-
ture,2 an enhanced Web services model
created to meet the grid community’s spe-
cialist requirements.
A huge number of grid projects exist,
fueled by national funding programs such
as the UK’s US$500 million e-Science pro-
gram, which reaches across a spectrum of
research disciplines. Every time we embark
on a new project, we would like to reuse
and repurpose the data, services, software
components, resources, and indeed knowl-
edge from our own scientific communities
and others’ previous projects. So, where we
once needed the Grid to hide computational
resources’ heterogeneity, the new Grid
problem is hiding the heterogeneity of the
bits and pieces needed to quickly and easily
assemble new projects, or even new grids.
The vision is a generically usable e-science
infrastructure, comprising easily deployed
components whose utility transcends their
immediate application. Our goal is the
automated construction of the desired ser-
vices, adapted to the current requirements
and circumstances. This is the self-organi-
zation we seek—the assembly and adapta-
tion of Grid services.
The Semantic Grid
Underlying any form of automated com-
position we need an infrastructure where all
resources, including services and workflows,
are adequately described in a machine
processable form; that is, knowledge is
explicit—Semantic Web technologies pro-
vide the infrastructure. This has led us to
the Semantic Grid,3 where we apply those
technologies in grid-computing develop-
ments, from grid infrastructure machinery
(such as the Globus Toolkit’s grid services)
to grid applications. “Semantics” permeates
the full vertical extent of the Grid and is not
just a semantic layer on top; it is semantics
in, on, and for the Grid. Some of these
Semantic Web technologies are ready for
immediate deployment (the Resource
Description Framework tools, for example),
while others are on the research agenda.
Realizing the Semantic Grid vision involves
bridging two rather disjoint communities,
each with its own standards process. At one
end is the World Wide Web Consortium and
the Semantic Web research community; at
the other is the Global Grid Forum and
Grid research community. GGF now has a
Semantic Grid Research Group, chartered
to help the Grid developers apply estab-
lished metadata technologies while track-
ing, for example, the evolution of OWL
(the Web Ontology Language) and associ-
ated tools.
The Semantic Grid is a complex and
large-scale piece of machinery. Some
aspects of the system are beyond central-
ized control. Looking inside will let us see
the opportunities for self-organization.
The Semantic Grid’s computational fab-
ric comprises interconnected processors—
perhaps with some dedicated networking
locally—that are globally interconnected
through the Internet. The Internet is unde-
niably a large-scale decentralized system.
In fact, the Internet is an adaptive system,
comprising simple components with local
knowledge that together provide a global
network service that copes with network
component failure. Above this, we might
consider the Web’s machinery to be a large-
scale decentralized system, but I dispute
the scale of distributed processing—a typi-
cal Web transaction involves just a server, a
browser, and a proxy or two. The evolution
of the Web infrastructure’s deployment,
however, is an example of a self-organizing
system. The large-scale decentralized sys-
tem in the Web is actually its content, the
global linking infrastructure that has gener-
ated much analysis in recent years. The
Semantic Web gives us a much richer way
to describe the associations within Web
content, transcending the limited expres-
siveness the simple navigational linking
model provides. As the decentralized meta-
data grows, it is interlinked by the resources
it describes. This is a critical basis for
Semantic Web content’s self-organization.
The Semantic Web assumes a service-
oriented model, such as Web services or
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Grid services, or agents, which are produc-
ers, consumers, and brokers of services. We
are beginning to see the application of
Semantic Web technologies within that infra-
structure, in multiagent systems, and through
Semantic Web services. This emerging,
semantically rich service-oriented infrastruc-
ture is an important large-scale, decentral-
ized system in our Semantic Grid. It’s the
last to emerge, but it fits in the middle—it is
the semantic middleware.
Opportunities for self-
organization
These three ingredients—communication
or computation, semantic middleware, and
semantic content—provide opportunities
for self-organization that support the vision
of the self-organizing Semantic Grid.
The first is at the level of job submission
and control over the computational fabric
of large clusters or supercomputers, and the
aggregations of these into grids. A single
parallel computation can be predictable,
with a known shape and extent, or dynamic
and evolving. When you run an entire user
community on that fabric, with myriad,
diverse computations accessing distributed
data, you have what is essentially a huge
optimization problem. With job scheduling
currently managed by individual sched-
ulers, we should enjoy self-organization’s
benefits as we scale up. We would surely
benefit from the fault tolerance that self-
organization could provide because com-
ponent failure is inevitable in systems of
this scale.
The second opportunity is at the service
level because this level has some homo-
geneity and scale and is where the many
grids are beginning to meet to form the
Grid. The organization task here is discov-
ering and binding the services together to
meet the requirements. This might be
highly engineered, with prescribed work-
flows, for example. It might also be highly
dynamic, with opportunistic use of services
that have been instantiated and local data.
The picture bears some relationship with
peer-to-peer. Again, we have a massive
distributed optimization problem.
The third opportunity relates to the
information and knowledge that is the
“stuff” of e-science—the computations and
experiments’ inputs and outcomes, and the
descriptions of the processes that created
them. Here we have scale, and we need to
join the information with the processes that
consume and generate it. Science is a col-
laborative process, and we might also view
matching information to individuals as a
process of organization.
Reality intrudes
But is the Grid really a large-scale dis-
tributed system? Anticipation of distributed
processing on a massive scale has moti-
vated its development. But currently many
disjoint grids exist, just as many networks
once existed that eventually combined into
the internetwork known as the Internet. We
can foresee the current grid islands simi-
larly aggregating into an “intergrid,” known
as the Grid. Surely this kind of aggregation
was the reason for the Web’s clichéd
“exponential growth.” Once the Grid
aggregates, we will have a large-scale dis-
tributed system with highly engineered,
complex infrastructure machinery. Internet
or Web nodes forward packets and docu-
ments; the Grid’s nodes will do that and
some computation. We do not yet know
how much intergrid coupling will occur at
the lower level (Web couples using the
HTTP protocol) versus at a higher level (as
with the integration of scientific services).
Of course, the notion of systems that can
self-diagnose and self-repair is compelling,
and the Grid community has recently
shown some enthusiasm for autonomic
computing,4 drawing inspiration from the
autonomic nervous system. We are already
achieving some degree of fault tolerance by
engineering an infrastructure that monitors
and repairs faults. This touches a key point:
Do we need a self-organizing system, or
can we engineer the necessary behavior?
To put it another way, who needs slime
mold when shell scripts will do? While our
computing infrastructure is organized as an
aggregation of managed resources, we can
achieve a degree of centralization in con-
trol and coordination of the function of
those resources. We are not obliged to be
decentralized. Self-organization is attrac-
tive when it offers some optimization with-
out risk—as Web caching does—but can
we deploy it in a world where code is hand-
crafted for performance?
Of course, this vision assumes we have a
Semantic Grid and shares some of the
usual Semantic Web obstacles. It requires a
metadata-enabled world, but where will the
metadata come from? Except where classi-
fications and domain-specific ontologies
already exist, the Grid community must
agree on the schema and ontologies. What
will motivate this effort? I would claim that
with the Semantic Grid, we have a fighting
chance. The Grid community is a coherent,
organized, enthusiastic community with
real application drivers and could
genuinely benefit from semantic interoper-
ability. It will also stress Semantic Web
technologies because it demands an extra-
ordinary degree of automated interoper-
ability, such as ontology mapping, and
large-scale performance.
The vision also assumes masses of com-
putational power, but we can be somewhat
confident in this trend. Apart from more
powerful processors, we will simply have
more processors, emphasizing the issues of
scale. Consider the provocative amorphous
computing example of embedding proces-
sors in materials (for example, “concrete
by the megaflop”), which, incidentally,
insists on self-organization (see www.
swiss.ai.mit.edu/projects/amorphous).
Notice also the broad similarity between
the service-oriented adaptive Semantic
Grid vision and the service-oriented adap-
tive ubiquitous-computing vision. Several
services must come together locally to
meet our needs on a distributed architecture
where devices come and go.
Back to the future
Let’s push that autonomous processing a
stage further and combine self-organizing
services with self-organizing information
and knowledge. Our self-organizing
Semantic Grid is now a constantly evolving
organism, with ongoing, autonomous pro-
cessing rather than on-demand processing.
This evolving, organic Grid can generate
new processes and new knowledge. Con-
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The Grid community is a coherent,
organized, enthusiastic
community with real application
drivers and could genuinely
benefit from semantic
interoperability. 
sider, for example, a genetic approach to
creating new workflows to solve a scien-
tific problem. Imagine watching this
autonomous, self-organizing Semantic
Grid in action, visualizing the information
flows in the system. It might be very simi-
lar to watching a bunch of e-scientists at
work. But surely individual scientists bring
problem-solving insight to the process?
Maybe, but on the macro scale is there
much difference? Remember, this is Grid
computing, and we have the facility for
large-scale processing. Additionally, peo-
ple are slow. The DNA microarray has
caused a revolution by permitting masses
of parallel experimentation, as has combi-
natorial chemistry. Experimentation in 
silico is another such shift. Some Grid
applications can and will absorb as much
computational power as is available to pro-
duce better or faster results, but we will
also be able to do more parallel exper-
iments more quickly, monitoring and steer-
ing them dynamically.
I’ve shown that we have some opportuni-
ties for self-organization, but the current
infrastructure might not be ready for it.
And I’ve shown a vision of a self-organiz-
ing Semantic Grid that serves the scientist
by assembling services on the fly and could
even embark autonomously on scientific
discovery. The challenge is to determine
which parts of our self-organization are
highly engineered, perhaps through the
proactive behavior of agents, and when to
let go.
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Self-Organization and P2P
Systems
Karl Aberer, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, Lausanne
The Internet has enabled the provision of
global-scale distributed applications. Such
applications’ providers include some of the
best-known Internet companies, such as
eBay, Yahoo, and Google. These applica-
tions’ centralized client-server architecture
leads to heavy resource consumption at the
server sites; for example, Google is operat-
ing a workstation cluster of about 15,000
Linux servers. From this observation, you
might conclude that providing a global-
scale application necessarily implies a
major development, infrastructure, and
administration investment. However, a new
class of applications—initially developed to
help users share information, such as music
files, recipes, and so on—shows that this
conclusion is inaccurate. These systems are
commonly called peer-to-peer file-sharing
systems. The main service they provide is
resource location, which lets users search
for resources based on a resource identifier.
Napster was the first and most famous pro-
ponent of this new class of systems, which
essentially exploit the principle of resource
sharing. The Internet makes plenty of
resources available at its “edges”—that is,
at end-user computers. By integrating these
computers into a larger system, user com-
munities can build applications at a global
scale without experiencing the investment
bottleneck mentioned earlier.
In Napster’s case, the coupling of
resources was facilitated through a central
directory server, where users registered
their music files and could search for other
users’ files. After locating the files, users
could download them directly from other
peers—therefore, we consider Napster a
P2P system. Through this scheme, Napster
exploited several resources the community
of cooperating peers made available. The
most notable of these was storage and
bandwidth for handling large music files;
less obviously, users provided knowledge
when annotating files during registration.
Finally, music file ownership was a key
factor in Napster’s fast adoption, but it also
caused the music industry to react strongly
to potential copyright infringement. Nap-
ster was eventually shut down, which was
possible because the system depended on a
central directory server.
Another music file-sharing system,
Gnutella, then entered the stage. Although
Gnutella provides essentially the same
functionality as Napster, it uses no central
directory server. Search requests are simply
flooded over the network. Thus Gnutella
avoids any distinguished component in its
architecture: It is a fully decentralized sys-
tem. Because Gnutella avoids any single
point of failure, attacks (legal, economic,
or malicious) are very difficult.
Self-organization in P2P
systems
Gnutella’s lack of central coordination
makes you wonder how any useful behavior
occurs. Unsurprisingly, this is where self-
organization comes into play. But what
exactly does it mean, in Gnutella’s case, to
be self-organizing? To shed light on this
question, we must more closely understand
how Gnutella operates. In fact, the Gnutella
protocol has two components. The first is a
network maintenance protocol, which con-
structs and maintains a network of Gnutella
peers called the overlay network. The other
is a search protocol, which helps users
locate resources in the overlay network. By
using the network maintenance protocol, a
peer discovers new peers in the network by
flooding “ping” messages. Other peers
respond with “pong” messages announcing
their network participation. From the
responses, the first peer selects certain peers
and establishes direct network links with
them. In Gnutella, each peer maintains a
fixed number of active links. So, using the
network maintenance protocol, the network
continuously changes its structure.
This process is clearly self-organizing in
the sense of Francis Heylighen’s characteri-
zation: “The basic mechanism underlying
self-organization is the noise-driven varia-
tion, which explores different regions in a
system’s state space until it enters an attrac-
tor.”1 The state space consists of all directed
overlay network graphs with constant out-
degree, and the noise results from the ran-
dom time of node joins, communication
latency, and autonomous local decisions on
connectivity. Many recent experimental
investigations have attempted to identify
the attractor—that is, the resulting overlay
network’s graph structure. Researchers
have found two main properties.2
First, the network has a small diameter,
which ensures that a message-flooding
approach for searching a resource in a net-
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work works with a relatively low time to
life (approximately seven network hops).
Second, the overlay network’s node
degrees follow a power law distribution. 
So, a few peers have many incoming links,
whereas most peers have only a few such
links. Researchers have discovered power
law distributions of node degrees for many
types of networks, such as the World Wide
Web, citation networks, or genetic networks.
The property is credited to the network con-
struction mechanism—the networks contin-
uously grow, and new nodes preferentially
attach to already well-connected nodes.3
Both of these properties affect a Gnutella
network’s performance. This is apparent for
the first property. For the second property,
we can observe that the highly connected
nodes are typically those that provide high
bandwidth and have high availability. These
nodes naturally form a backbone that (pre-
sumably) optimizes resource consumption,
although we can’t say whether such effects
were expected during the Gnutella proto-
col’s design.
Despite the similarity of the network
maintenance and search protocols in
Gnutella, the two protocols serve funda-
mentally different purposes and are inde-
pendent. The network maintenance proto-
col implements a self-organization process
that changes the system state—that is, the
overlay network’s structure. The search
protocol implements a distributed algorithm
for searching the overlay network. Other
Gnutella-style networks have more effi-
cient search protocols that reduce the high
message load for search, which limits the
total system throughput. Examples are the
random-walker model4 and the percolation
search model.5 These approaches assume a
Gnutella-style network; that is, they support
a combination of the Gnutella group mem-
bership protocol and an improved search
protocol. These observations illustrate that a
fully decentralized P2P resource location
system comprises two orthogonal compo-
nents that must complement each other:
• Network construction is a self-organizing
process that exhibits adaptive behavior
with respect to resource consumption.
• Search is a randomized, distributed algo-
rithm that exploits the emergent network
structure.
However, this observation applies so far
only to unstructured P2P systems, such as
Gnutella, which you can characterize by
the fact that peers are unaware of the kinds
of resources neighboring peers maintain.
So, peers are fairly independent and can 
act autonomously, which facilitates self-
organization. As a drawback, searches are
forwarded “blindly.” This results in the typ-
ical high message loads because to locate a
resource, all peers in the network must
eventually be contacted, setting aside possi-
ble optimizations using replication.
Unstructured to structured 
P2P systems
To reduce the message bandwidth during
searches in P2P systems, researchers have
developed several decentralized data access
schemes, commonly called structured P2P
systems. You can characterize them by
peers’ specialization to specific kinds of
resources and the use of routing tables to
selectively forward search requests to peers
that are more likely to provide a requested
resource. Frequently, such systems are
based on variations of prefix routing. Prefix
routing is based on an underlying logical
trie structure from which each peer ran-
domly selects a trie node. This selection
defines the resources the peer holds and
serves as the peer’s identifier. Additionally,
peers maintain routing tables with links to
other peers along the path from the trie root
to their own trie nodes, so the system can
forward search requests not pertaining to
one peer’s trie node to other peers associ-
ated with other trie branches. This organi-
zation enables answering search requests
with a logarithmic number of messages in
the number of peers participating in the
network. This improvement in search per-
formance from linear to logarithmic cost
comes at a price: peers are no longer inde-
pendent. When peers update their data or
when the network changes its structure—
as when nodes join the network, for exam-
ple—multiple peers are affected. Specifi-
cally, updates to the routing tables become
necessary. So, structured P2P networks
require distributed algorithms to maintain
the peer network’s consistency during
updates.
What about self-organization in struc-
tured P2P systems? In many original
designs, it is not present. The network con-
struction is based on distributed algorithms
for node join that are (mostly) determinis-
tic once peers have chosen their identities.
Typically, peers perform this choice ran-
domly to achieve a uniform coverage in the
resource identifier space. When resource
identifiers carry application meaning (for
example, being verbose filenames), they
are generally nonuniformly distributed in
the identifier space. Consequently, choos-
ing peer identifiers uniformly randomly
from the identifier space results in nonuni-
form workload for peers. So, adapting the
peer-identifier distribution with respect to
the actual distribution of resource identi-
fiers is necessary. Because achieving this
adaptation through central control is unde-
sirable, a self-organizing process, as for
Gnutella, becomes the natural solution.
Can we really adapt structured P2P net-
works in this way, while maintaining the
dependencies among the peers implied by
the routing infrastructure? My colleagues
and I answered this question positively
when developing P-Grid.6 Using a decen-
tralized self-organizing process, we con-
structed a prefix-routing infrastructure that
adapts to a given distribution of resource
identifiers. The process is based on pair-
wise interactions of peers in which they
locally decide (if enough data is present)
whether to refine the routing infrastructure
in a given resource identifier subspace.
Consequently, the shape of the (virtual) trie
underlying the routing tables’ organization
will adapt to the resource identifier distrib-
ution. This leads to an interesting problem
with respect to search. In the worst case,
for degenerate resource identifier distribu-
tions, the trie shape no longer provides an
upper bound for search cost because it
might be up to linear depth in network size.
However, we can show that for a
(sufficiently) randomized selection of links
to other peers in the routing tables, proba-
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Using a decentralized self-
organizing process, we
constructed a prefix-routing
infrastructure that adapts to a
given distribution of resource
identifiers.
bilistically the search cost in terms of mes-
sages remains logarithmic; it is indepen-
dent of the length of the paths occurring in
the virtual trie.7 This result illustrates that
the principal observation we derived for
unstructured P2P systems also holds in
structured P2P systems. A fully decentral-
ized and adaptive P2P resource location
system builds on two principles: a self-
organization process to construct the net-
work and suitable randomized, distributed
algorithms that can exploit the specific
emergent network structure.
Hierarchies of 
self-organization
Resource location is not the final pur-
pose of P2P systems but rather the most
basic infrastructure for enabling higher-
level services. Nothing prevents us from
assuming that these services in turn build
on self-organization principles. At the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, we
have started investigating some examples
of such self-organizing services for peer-
identity management in the presence of
changing physical addresses, for reputation
and trust management, and for discovering
heterogeneous schema correspondences
(see www.p-grid.org for details). An inter-
esting problem for future research in such
multilayer self-organizing systems is the
higher-level self-organization processes’
dependencies on lower-level ones. We still
don’t know to what extent we can construct
such complex, multilayer systems on the
basis of analytically understanding their
components and at what point we will have
to rely more and more on adaptive, self-orga-
nizing processes to construct such systems.
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Self-Organization through
Digital Hormones
Wei-Min Shen, University of Southern 
California
Self-organization is ubiquitous in nature,
and it appears in almost all branches of sci-
ence, including physics, chemistry, materi-
als sciences, biology, life sciences, social
organization, and astronomy. The classic
explanation for such common phenomena
is that self-organization is a spontaneous
and leaderless behavior emerging from
interactions among massive autonomous
entities. Alan Turing’s diffusion-reaction
model is perhaps the earliest example of
this explanation.1
Self-reconfiguration is a special type of
self-organization wherein global patterns
and activities involve not only changes
inside component entities but also modifi-
cations in configuration and structure
among the entities. Technically speaking,
the requirements for self-reconfigurable
systems include the following steps when a
task is given from an external source:
1. Execute the current behavior with the
current configuration in the current
environment.
2. Detect that the current configuration
cannot accomplish the task in the cur-
rent environment.
3. Select a better (or the best) configuration
for the current task and environment.
4. Morph into the selected configuration.
5. Select an appropriate behavior in the
new configuration for the task.
6. If the task is not accomplished, return
to Step 1 or accept a new task.
It is now time to launch a full-scale inves-
tigation in self-reconfiguration. Recent
progress in biology, information systems,
distributed computing, biomimetic robotics,
metamorphic robots, material science, and
hardware manufacture have provided a solid
foundation for developing a complete self-
reconfiguration solution. (See the sidebar
for possible real-world self-reconfiguration
applications.) Biology, in particular, has
accumulated considerable evidence and
knowledge for self-reconfiguration in
nature. Software engineers have built dis-
tributed real-time controllers for very large
commercial systems, and many robotics
researchers have built prototype self-recon-
figurable robots and demonstrated great
potential for further investigation.2–4 Some
elements of the self-reconfiguration theory
have already been developed and demon-
strated in selected cases.
The Digital Hormone Model5 (DHM) is
one such attempt. Biological experiments
and mathematical modeling suggest that
we can model and control self-reconfigura-
tion through a framework similar to the
hormone receptor mechanism in biological
cells. Colleagues and I have developed the
DHM to control self-reconfigurable robots
and swarms of robots, but its implications
go beyond this.
Self-reconfiguration in biology
Morphallaxis is a typical example of
self-reconfiguration wherein a biological
organism can regenerate a part or all of
itself from a fragment by self-reorganizing
existing cells without cell proliferation.
You can observe this tissue reorganization
process in many lower animals following
severe injury, such as bisection. The process
involves reforming cells, moving organs,
and redifferentiating tissues. The result is
usually a smaller but complete individual,
derived entirely from the tissues of part of
the original animal.
Scientists believe that this reorganization
process is the most efficient way for simple
organisms to self-heal and self-regenerate.
A remarkable example of morphallaxis is
an invertebrate freshwater animal called a
hydra.6 If you cut a hydra in half, the head
end reconstitutes a new foot, while the
basal portion regenerates a new hydranth
with a mouth and tentacles. Even if you
mince a hydra and scramble the pieces, the
fragments grow together and reorganize
themselves into a complete whole. The
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hydra might be this indestructible because
even the intact animal is constantly regen-
erating itself. Just below its mouth is a
growth zone from which cells migrate to
the tentacles and to the foot, where they
eventually die. So, the hydra is in a cease-
less state of turnover, with cell loss at the
foot and the tentacle tips balanced by the
production of new cells in the growth zone.
X-raying a hydra, however, inhibits the
proliferation of new cells, and it gradually
shrinks and eventually dies owing to the
inexorable demise of cells and the inability
to replace them.6 Although how organisms
initiate and control such a process is still a
mystery, a recent discovery in developmen-
tal biology7 suggests a hypothesis that cells
secrete hormonal chemicals that regulate
cell pattern formation. This discovery was
one factor that inspired the DHM.
The DHM
Three other factors influenced the cre-
ation of the DHM:
• Existing self-organization models, such
as Turing’s reaction-diffusion model
• Stochastic cellular automata
• Distributed control systems for self-
reconfigurable robots
In biological systems, different cells respond
to different hormones because they have dif-
ferent receptors designed to bind with partic-
ular hormones. The different types of hor-
mones and target cells in vertebrates are so
great that virtually every cell either processes
or responds to one hormone or another. Hor-
mones provide the common mechanism that
lets cells communicate without identifiers
and addresses, and they support a broad spec-
trum of seemingly diverse biological effects.
The DHM’s basic idea is that a self-
reconfigurable system is a network of
autonomous entities or agents that can
dynamically change their physical or logi-
cal links. Through the network links, enti-
ties use hormone-like messages to commu-
nicate, collaborate, and accomplish global
behaviors. The hormone-like messages are
similar but not identical to content-based
messages. They do not have addresses but
propagate through the links in the organiza-
tion. All organizational entities run the
same decision-making protocol, but they
will react to hormones according to their
local topology (where they are in the cur-
rent configuration) and state information.
So, a single hormone might cause different
robots or robotic modules in the network to
perform different actions. Hormone propa-
gation is different from message broadcast-
ing. There is no guarantee that all entities
in the network will receive the same copy
of the original message, because a hormone
might be modified during its propagation.
Hormones also differ from pheromones
because they do not leave residues in the
external environment.
Mathematically speaking, the DHM has
three components: a dynamic network
specification, a probabilistic function for
individual robot behavior, and a set of
equations for hormone reaction, diffusion,
and dissipation. We specified the first com-
ponent as a network of autonomous nodes.
A unique property of such networks is that
each node has a set of reconfigurable con-
nectors that can dynamically change the
connections with other nodes. The connec-
tors can be physical, as in a reconfigurable
robot, or  logical, as in an agent-human
organization. The interaction between the
system, the task, and the current environ-
ment triggers the self-reconfiguration
process, which produces a new configura-
tion along with a better solution for the
task. This is a dynamic and distributed
learning process that must continuously
propose and execute new configurations
and solutions for new tasks and new envi-
ronments. Unlike classical models, nodes
do not have unique IDs. The number of
nodes and links in the network is unknown,
and there is no global broadcast. A node
can communicate only with its current
neighbors through its current links.
Through local communication, nodes can
either generate or propagate hormones. By
default, a node will propagate a generated
hormone to all its current neighbors. When
receiving a hormone, a node will propagate
the hormone to all  its neighbors except the
one  that sent the hormone The second
component is a specification of individual
node behavior, which is similar to recep-
tors in biological cells. A network node can
select its actions on the basis of a probabil-
ity function conditioned on four local fac-
tors: the local topological information (how
it connects to the neighbors), the local sen-
sor information, the local state variables,
and the received hormones. This function 
is local and homogenous for all nodes but
can greatly influence the network’s global
behaviors and predict and analyze the global
network performance. This function differ-
entiates the DHM from standard diffusion-
reaction models for self-organization, and it
can determine whether the system can form
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In engineering, self-reconfiguration provides a new and
critical capability for many real-world applications. Self-recon-
figuration will let smart materials self-assemble into different
structures for best performance. In homeland security, self-
reconfiguration will let unmanned ground or air vehicles
restructure and repair their organization in unexpected situa-
tions. In information systems, software agents could adjust
their relationships to gather and deliver critical information in
a timely fashion. In search-and-rescue or inspect-repair applica-
tions, self-reconfigurable robots could maneuver in tight
spaces that are hard to reach for humans or conventional
robots.
A self-reconfigurable robot could become a ball to roll down
a slope, slither between stones as a “snake” to locate a person
or artifact, morph smoothly into a “crab” and climb over rub-
ble, and then transform a leg into a gripper to grasp and carry
objects. Underwater, a self-reconfigurable robot might become
an “eel” to swim in open water, change into an “octopus” to
grasp objects, and then spread itself into many small but agile
units to monitor large areas.
Self-reconfiguration could help teach engineering students
new principles for designing novel fault-tolerant, distributed,
and multifunctional systems. In science, principles of self-
reconfiguration might help us deepen our understanding of
how self-organizing natural systems evolve and adapt to their
environments.
Self-Reconfiguration and Real-Life Applications
any global patterns. You can program these
functions at the outset, or the nodes can
dynamically change them through a learning
technique just as hormones might influence
a cell’s behaviors by activating or inhibiting
different receptors.
The third component is the specification
for hormone reaction, diffusion, and dissi-
pation, similar to but different from those
specified by Turing1 and, later, Andrew
Witkin and Michael Kass.8 Each hormone’s
concentration is a function of position and
time that we specify as a set of differential
equations. These equations’ parameters
control the diffusion rate and the manner of
reaction among hormones. The differences
between the DHM and early diffusion-
reaction models are that hormone propaga-
tion can be realized through wireless com-
munications, thus achieving “remote”
influences that are not limited by geographic
distances. 
The DHM’s execution is simple. All
nodes in a self-reconfigurable system asyn-
chronously execute the basic control loop
as follows:
1. Select actions based on behavior
functions.
2. Execute the selected actions.
3. Perform hormone generations and
propagations.
4. Simulate hormone diffusion, reaction,
and dissipation.
5. Return to Step 1.
We have successfully applied the DHM
to several types of self-reconfiguration sys-
tems, including the simulation of embryo
skin cells in forming feather buds,9 the dis-
tributed control of robot swarms,10 and the
adaptive communication and control of
self-reconfigurable robots.5
Under the control of the DHM, the
CONRO robot5 has demonstrated several
unique features for self-reconfigurable sys-
tems, including online bifurcation, unifica-
tion, and behavior shifting. No fixed
“brain” module exists in CONRO, and
every module behaves properly according
to its relative position in the current config-
uration. For example, we can bifurcate a
moving CONRO snake robot into pieces,
yet each individual piece will “elect” a new
head and continue to behave as an indepen-
dent snake. Multiple snakes can be con-
catenated (for unification) while running
and become a single, coherent snake. For
online behavior shifting, we can disconnect
a snake’s tail-spine module and reconnect
it to the side of the body while the system
is running, and its behavior will automati-
cally change to that of a leg (the reverse
process is also true). For fault tolerance, if
a multilegged robot loses some legs, it can
still walk on its remaining legs without
changing the control program.
In addition, CONRO also demonstrated
self-reconfiguration from a snake to a two-
legged creature that has a locomotion gait
similar to the two-arm butterfly stroke in
swimming. This is probably the first time
any robot has performed such a metamor-
phic action in a physical system using a
totally distributed control method. In this
reconfiguration sequence, the tail module
first docks to a body module’s left connec-
tor to form a loop. Then the middle two
modules in the loop disconnect so that the
entire configuration becomes a two-legged
creature with a body. After that, the new
configuration automatically switches on
the butterfly behavior for locomotion. You
can find video that demonstrates what self-
reconfigurable systems can accomplish at
www.isi.edu/robots.
Future research in self-reconfigurable
system must solve the six challenging
problems listed at the beginning of the arti-
cle in a coherent and integrated way. The
solutions might call for new approaches for
distributed control, sensor fusion, agent
coordination, and understanding the inter-
action between configurations, tasks, and
environments.
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Physical Connectivity of Self-
Organized Ad Hoc Wireless
Networks
Olivier Dousse and Patrick Thiran, Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne
In wireless cellular networks (such as
Group Spéciale Mobile or Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System),
nodes can connect to each other through a
dense network of antennas (base stations)
linked by a wired network. In wireless ad
hoc networks (such as Bluetooth), nodes
connect to each other without using fixed
base stations. If nodes lie in a limited geo-
graphical area, destinations can be reach-
able within a single hop from the source.
The problem becomes much more complex
when the ad hoc network comprises several
nodes scattered over a wide area, because
communications then require multihop
connections.
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A cellular network’s infrastructure is
owned by an operator who can allocate
resources and control network perfor-
mance. In contrast, self-organizing ad hoc
networks have no infrastructure and rely
entirely on distributed, local decisions for
every operational aspect: self-configured
deployment, topology discovery, routing,
scheduling, medium access control, and
cooperation mechanisms for relaying other
users’ connections. Even the most basic
network property, its connectivity, becomes
a nontrivial issue in multihop ad hoc net-
works, as you will see.
Network connectivity
Suppose that all nodes randomly placed
on a plane transmit at maximum power.
(Forget, temporarily, interferences between
simultaneous communications.) In this case,
a simple criterion for deciding whether two
nodes can connect in a single hop is that
their distance be less than some prescribed
maximal range R. What is the resulting
network’s connectivity?
One approach is to assume that the num-
ber of nodes N is very large (theoretically
infinite), but that they all lie within a finite
geographical area; in other words, the geo-
graphical density of nodes per surface area
λ tends toward infinity. Piyush Gupta and
Panganamala Kumar have proven that, if R
decreases at a rate slower than ,
the network is then almost fully connected.1
A second approach is to allow a finite
geographical density of nodes per surface
area λ but assume that nodes are dispersed in
the entire plane. Assume, moreover, that this
process is Poisson. Because the number of
nodes is unbounded, some of them will be
disconnected. The question is then, are long-
distance communications still possible, or
are they all limited to some local range? This
question is related to the continuum percola-
tion theory for the Poisson Boolean Model.2
The percolation probability is the probability
that an arbitrary node will belong to a cluster
of infinite size (and thus that an arbitrary
node can be connected to another node arbi-
trarily far away by a multihop path).
The percolation theory’s main result is
that a finite, positive value λc of λ (or equiv-
alently, a finite, positive value Rc of R)
exists under which the percolation probabil-
ity is zero (the subcritical phase) and above
which it is nonzero (the supercritical phase).
In the subcritical phase, all clusters are
almost surely finite, and their size is a ran-
dom variable whose distribution has an
exponentially decreasing tail. In the super-
critical phase, the percolation probability
usually increases rapidly with λ. Figure 2
illustrates this phase transition phenome-
non. By comparing the two graphs, you will
notice that a slight increase of the radius R
has created only a few edges (black lines in
Figure 2b), but that these few edges connect
most of the colored clusters into one large
cluster (theoretically infinite). This proba-
bility’s exact value is still an open question.
Ronald Meester and Rahul Roy, and Edgar
Gilbert obtained some bounds on the criti-
cal intensity λc, below which the percola-
tion probability is zero.2,3
Why is knowing that the network is a
supercritical phase so interesting? After all,
this property “only” means that a node
cluster of infinite size with positive proba-
bility exists, which is not a satisfactory
guarantee for users of large-scale ad hoc
networks. If the percolation probability
were a smoothly increasing function of λ
and R, this property would probably indeed
not have much impact. Its importance is the
sudden phase transition phenomenon that
occurs in the Boolean model and also
occurs in other models of random graphs.4
To illustrate this claim, consider a hybrid
(or multihop cellular) network, which is an
intermediate solution between fully cellu-
lar networks and pure ad hoc networks. In
such a network, base stations are linked
together by a wired network, but only a few
exist, so that most nodes need many hops
to connect to a base station. What is the
benefit, in terms of connectivity, of having
such a sparse network of base stations reg-
ularly placed in the network? If nodes are
scattered in two dimensions, and if the
node density (or radius) is above the perco-
lation threshold, there is virtually no bene-
fit. Indeed, there is an infinite cluster,
which will almost surely connect to at least
one base station. So, the only nodes that
will connect to the infinite cluster exclu-
sively owing to the presence of base sta-
tions are the few isolated nodes that lie
within a distance R from a base station.
log /N N( )
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Figure 2. The Poisson Boolean model: (a) the subcritical phase (R is slightly less than Rc); (b) the supercritical phase (R is slightly
larger than Rc).
(a) (b)
Because few such nodes and few base sta-
tions exist, the benefit remains marginal.
On the other hand, if the node density is
less than the percolation threshold but still
large enough, the presence of a few base
stations does help, although many nodes still
remain unconnected. The benefit is much
more dramatic when the nodes’ spatial dis-
tribution is one-dimensional. In this case,
the network is in the subcritical phase for all
finite values of λ and is thus made of finite
clusters whose size distribution has an expo-
nential tail. If λR is large, then base stations
can be far away from each other yet make
long-distance communications possible.
These features hold for node distributions
besides Poisson.5 However, these results
apply only to connectivity properties and not
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to capacity, which can increase owing to the
presence of wired base stations.
Percolation might, however, impact
capacity too. Figure 2b shows that—with a
barely supercritical network—the black
links connect many colored clusters of
nodes but still form bottlenecks. This
affects capacity and routing in the network.
Only for very large spatial densities can
these network “hot spots” disappear.
Accounting for interferences
Wireless channels’ physical features will
require more sophisticated models than the
Boolean model just described.
One feature is the anisotropy of radiation
in real networks, which replaces the Boolean
model’s circle of radius R with an irregular,
rotationally nonsymmetric contact surface.
Although many links will disappear in com-
parison to the Boolean model, the resulting
graph will have a few long edges essential
for its long-range connectivity, such as in
small-world graphs.6 The irregularity is
therefore a positive factor, letting the per-
colation occur at a lower density than in a
Boolean model.7
A second feature is the interferences
between simultaneous channels. One model
assumes that a link exists between two nodes
if and only if the signal-to-noise ratio at the
receiver (noise being the sum of the back-
ground noise and the interference contribu-
tions from neighboring nodes) is larger than
some prescribed value.8 The problem is more
complex because now direct connections
between two particular nodes depend on
other nodes’positions. The node degree is
bounded, contrary to the Boolean model.
Moreover, two parameters (the orthogonality
coefficient of the CDMA [code division mul-
tiple access] system coping with interfer-
ences and emitting power) now exist, instead
of one (power). The conditions for a super-
critical phase are more stringent than in the
Boolean model, but percolation still occurs
despite the interferences for a nonzero value
of the code’s coefficient of orthogonality,
provided it is small enough. As such, a
CDMA code might be difficult to use in self-
organized ad hoc networks. An alternative is
to adopt a simple TDMA (time division mul-
tiple access) system, where each node ran-
domly picks one time slot every n time slots
to transmit, while all nodes listen at all times.
We found that such a system led to similar
connectivity as the original CDMA scheme
with an orthogonality factor n times smaller.
The qualitative explanation is that the in-
creased irregularity in the resulting graphs
obtained in the TDMA case, with many
short edges and a few long ones, compen-
sates for a large orthogonality factor.8
The idea of applying percolation theory
to ad hoc networks dates back to Gilbert’s
pioneering work3 and transcends the basic
property of potential long-distance com-
munications in a purely ad hoc network. As
we outline in this article, percolation theory
is a key to understanding many different
performance aspects of large-scale ad hoc
and sensor networks. Interest is growing in
percolation analysis based on extensions of
the Boolean model that capture additional
features of ad hoc networks’ physical lay-
ers. Some results can be initially surprising
(for example, irregularity is good for con-
nectivity). Percolation will also be instru-
mental in analyzing the higher layers of
self-organized networks. For instance, you
might view setting a time-out value in a
flooding algorithm for P2P networks as a
percolation problem because the search
algorithm must reach nodes arbitrarily far
away from the request source. Percolation
has been applied to devise probabilistic
broadcast algorithms in mobile ad hoc 
networks.9
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